1* Holomorphic and hypoanalytic functions on countable direct sums* In this section, we will prove two lemmas which are useful in the construction of holomorphic and hypoanalytic functions on countable direct sums. If E n Φ 0 is a locally convex space for each n, then E = Σ£=o 2£» is the countable direct sum of the E n with the finest locally convex topology such that E n -+Eis continuous for all n. ΐ[n=oE n is the product of the E n with the product topology. Proof Since each compact subset of E is contained in E o 0 02£ m for some m, it follows that p is a hypoanalytic polynomial of degree 2. Now if p is continuous (p e P( 2 E)) there exists an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero V = F o φ Vi φ F 2 0 such that | p \ v 1 . Now if n ^ 1 is given and y n e V n is such that ψ n (y n ) Φ 0, then 28 PHILIP J. BOLAND AND SEAN DINEEN Conversely suppose V o is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E o such that for each n, \φ n \ Vo^ C n . Now choose V n an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E n such that \ψ n \ Vn1 /C n 2 n . Then p is bounded on the neighborhood V = V o φ V x 0 V 2 0 of zero in E and hence p is continuous at zero. Similarly, one may show that p is bounded on a neighborhood of an arbitrary point, and hence p is continuous on E. Proof. By the nature of compact sets in E, it is clear that F is always hypoanalytic (on each compact subset K of E, F reduces to a finite sum of analytic functions). Now suppose U is a neighborhood of zero in i?such that \g n \ σ < + oo for each n. Without loss of generality we may assume U = U 1 0 U 2 0 U z 0 where U % is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E n for each n. Now let V n be an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E n such that V n aU n and for each n^l.
Then F = Fi©V 2 ® is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E and
Hence F is locally bounded and therefore continuous at zero. We now show that F is also continuous at any xeE.
Given xeE, there exists an m such that x = x λ + + # TO 6 2£i φ © -Ew Since ^ is a polynomial and is bounded on U, it ) and 3t\Ω) are respectively the Schwartz space of test functions and the Schwartz space of distributions on Ω. The topologies on these spaces are normally described in terms of inductive and projective limits. Valdivia [7] has shown that for any n and any open ΩczR n , 2?(Ω) = Σw) s and 3ί f {β) H im s' (where s is the Frechet nuclear space of rapidly decreasing sequences and s' is its dual). As we will see, this simplifies considerably the study of holomorphic functions on these spaces. Because of this characterization of Valdivia, we will use the notation Z& and £&' in place of respectively 3ί(Ω) and 3ί\Ω). Hence we will write & = Σ W ) s and 3f' = Him s.
In then / = 0.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case when U is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in 3f 9 . For each n, let s n = s. Then &' = Un=i si, and we may assume U is of the form U x x xU m x IK=m+i s' n where U n is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in 8*. Since s n has a continuous norm, there exists a compact set K n = F° c ί7 w which has dense linear span in s' n for each n. Now K = JEΊ x iΓ 2 x ϋΓ 3 x is compact in 3f 0 for all r, and / = 0. PROPOSITION 
If U is open in 3f\ then H HY (U) = H(U).
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume U is of the form U x x xU m x ΠSU+i s' n as in Proposition 6. Let Π n : ΠϊU «i -> si x x s' n for each n. We claim that if / 6 H HY (U), then / factors through some Π n , i.e., there exists n ^ m and / a mapping from ΠJJJ) to C making the following diagram commutative:
If such a factorization does exist, then clearly / is G-analytic. Since Π n {U) is a Λ-space (six xs' n is &JKΛ"), and compact subsets of Π n (U) can be pulled back to compact subsets of U, it would follow that / and hence / is continuous.
Suppose / does not factor for any n. Then there exist two sequences (x n ), (y n ) c U where Π n (x n ) = x n , Π n (y n ) = 0 and f(x n + y n ) -/GO ^ 0 for each n.
Let K be a hypoanalytically determining set for H HY (U) as in Proposition 6. Now for n > m,
and therefore there exists z n eK such that
/(«• + »•) -/GO ^ o•
Furthermore, for fixed n > m, λ -* /(«" + λ?/ Λ ) -/(2J is analytic on C and nonconstant. By Liouville's theorem there exists X n eC such that \f(z n + X n y n )\ > n. But then / is unbounded on the relatively compact subset (z n + X n y n ) n>m in U, contradicting the fact that / e H HY (U). Proof. Without loss of generality U = l^x xU m x Π?=m+is' n as in Proposition 7. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 7. If (Λ)«eΛL is τ 0 bounded in H(U), we claim it is uniformly factorizable through some Π n (n > m). If not, we may as before find a relatively compact subset (z r + λ r # r ) r in U on which (f a ) ae A is not uniformly bounded. Hence (f a ) ae A factors uniformly through some Π n , (n > m).
But if U<zE where E is a &JKyV~ space or a Prechet space, then τ 0 bounded subsets of H(U) are locally uniformly bounded [1] . Hence (f a°Πn ) aeA is locally uniformly bounded and therefore so is \Ja)aeA'
Topologies on H(&) and H(&')*
In this section, we will prove the promised results concerning the three topologies τ 0 , τ w and τ δ on the spaces 3f and 3f\ We will use duality theory and some results already known about topologies on H(E) when E is a Frechet nuclear space or a ϋ^C^Of" space, ([3] , [4] , [6] ).
Initially, we review some basic results in duality theory for holomorphic functions.
A locally convex space E is fully nuclear if E and E' are complete reflexive nuclear spaces. 3f, &' and Frechet nuclear or SϊJ^^Y* spaces are fully nuclear. E is fully nuclear with a basis if E is fully nuclear and has a Schauder (and hence absolute) basis. 3f and ^' are fully nuclear with a basis. If (OϊU is a basis for the fully nuclear space E and meN iN) , then
is a monomial in z. In [3] it is shown that if E is fully nuclear with a basis, then the monomials form an absolute basis for H(E) for both of the topologies τ 0 and τ ω . particular, it follows that τ 0 = τ ω on H{E) whenever E is a Frechet nuclear or dual of Frechet nuclear space with a basis.
There exist Frechet nuclear spaces with a basis E where τ 0 = z ω φ z δ on H(E). However, Dineen has shown in [6] that if E = s t then τ 0 = τ ω = τ δ on H(s). We will use this fact together with the above duality theory to show that τ 0 = τ ω = τ δ on H(&).
PROPOSITION 9. τ 0 = τ ω = τ δ on H(£&).
Proof. We have seen that H(U) = H HY {U) for all U open in 3f\
Hence H(0&') ~ H HY (0&,) . Since 3f is a fully nuclear space with a basis, it follows by the above that τ 0 = τ ω on H{Sf). We will now show that τ 0 = τ δ on H(<&). Initially however, we will introduce some further notation concerning Sf = ΣϊU β» For each w, let (e iH )i be an absolute basis for s n . 
&).
But r 3 = τ ω = τ 0 on P( y (^)) for each y, and since every compact subset of 3ί is contained in s x 0 0 s n for some n, it follows that there exists a minimal % such that /| βl +...+, Λ . = 0=>py(/) = 0 for all /e H(2&). We claim that the sequence {%} 5 is bounded.
If not there exist two increasing sequences of integers {r 3 ) 0 and (s ά ) 5 is a τ δ continuous semi-norm on H(s 1 0 0 sJ from the definition of the τ δ topology, and this completes the proof.
